Strontium doping transforms manganites of type La 1−x Sr x MnO 3 from an insulating antiferromagnet (x = 0) to a metallic ferromagnet (x > 0.16) due to the induced charge carriers (holes). Neutron scattering experiments were employed to investigate the effect of Sr doping on a tailor-made compound of composition La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 . By the simultaneous doping with Sr 2+ and Ti 4+ ions, the compound remains in the insulating state so that the magnetic interactions for large Sr doping can be studied in the absence of charge carriers. At T C = 215 K, there is a first-order reconstructive phase transition from the trigonal R-3c structure to the orthorhombic Pnma structure via an intermediate virtual configuration described by the common monoclinic subgroup P 2 1 /c. The magnetic excitations associated with Mn 3+ dimers give evidence for two different nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic exchange interactions, in contrast to the undoped compound LaMn y A 1−y O 3 where both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions are present. The doping-induced changes of the exchange coupling originates from different Mn-O-Mn bond angles determined by neutron diffraction. The large fourth-nearest-neighbor interaction found for metallic manganites is absent in the insulating state. We argue that the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction reasonably accounts for all the exchange couplings derived from the spin-wave dispersion in metallic manganites.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manganites of perovskite type and composition R 1−x D x MnO 3 (R 3+ and D 2+ are rare-earth and alkaline-earth ions, respectively) have attracted great interest since they exhibit colossal magnetoresistance [1] and multiferroic behavior [2] . The parent compounds R 3+ Mn 3+ O 3 2− are insulating antiferromagnets [3] , which turn into metallic ferromagnets upon sufficient hole doping through chemical substitution onto the R 3+ sites by D 2+ ions, thereby promoting part of the manganese ions into Mn 4+ [4] . The substantial doping-induced changes of the magnetic exchange interactions are usually explained by the Zener double-exchange model [5] . It is the aim of the present paper to study the effect of Sr doping on the magnetic exchange interactions in the insulating state of a tailor-made compound exclusively containing Mn 3+ ions. Our main conclusion is that ferromagnetism also occurs in the absence of charge carriers (holes). Furthermore, we clarify some of the controversial issues concerning the magnetic exchange couplings, which arose from spin-wave measurements performed for a series of R 1−x D x MnO 3 compounds [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The situation is very clear for the insulating parent compound LaMnO 3 in which the oxygen octahedra around the Mn 3+ ions are considerably distorted due to the cooperative Jahn-Teller (JT) effect. An orbital ordering is established, resulting in an A-type magnetic structure [3] in which the Mn 3+ spins have parallel and antiparallel orientations in the basal plane and perpendicular to this plane, respectively. The nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic interlayer and ferromagnetic intralayer couplings J 1,1 and J 1,2 mediated by the O 1 and O 2 ions, respectively, were quantified by spin-wave experiments [10, 11] . By doping with D 2+ ions, the compound becomes a ferromagnetic insulator for 0.05 < x < 0.10 and finally turns into a ferromagnetic metal above doping levels of 0.15 < x < 0.20. With increasing doping, the structural distortions become increasingly suppressed since Mn 4+ is not a JT active ion.
As mentioned above, the magnetic exchange interactions are drastically different between the insulating (x = 0) and metallic (x > 0.15−0.20) states of R 1−x D x MnO 3 , as evidenced by spin-wave experiments performed for Pr 0.63 Sr 0.37 MnO 3 [6] , Sm 0.55 Sr 0.45 MnO 3 [7] , La 0.75 Ca 0.25 MnO 3 [8] , Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 [8] , Pr 0.55 (Ca 0.85 Sr 0.15 ) 0.45 MnO 3 [8] , and La 1−x (Ca 1−y Sr y )MnO 3 [9] . For comparison, Table I lists the relevant exchange parameters J i as visualized in Fig. 1 . First, the antiferromagnetic interplane coupling J 1,1 turns into a ferromagnetic coupling. Second, the sizes of the nearestneighbor exchange parameters J 1,1 and J 1,2 become considerably enhanced. Third, the spin-wave dispersion exhibits a broadening and a softening near the boundaries of the Brillouin Zone (BZ). Several explanations were given in the literature to explain all these features. Both the ferromagnetic ground state and the enhancement of the nearest-neighbor exchange parameters, whose origin is superexchange in the undoped compound, were attributed to the Zener double-exchange interaction. The broadening of the spin waves near the zone boundary was explained either by spin-wave damping within a Stoner model [6] or by a random spatial distribution of different nearest-neighbor exchange parameters J 1 resulting from defects in the mean magnetic structure [9] . The softening of the spin waves near the zone boundary was phenomenologically described by introducing a rather large fourth-nearest-neighbor exchange parameter J 4 = (0.2−0.6) J 1 [6] [7] [8] [9] . The large value of J 4 was suggested to be due to (3z 2 − r 2 )-type orbital Fig. 4 in Ref. [7] ). Another explanation was based on a strong coupling of the spin waves with optic phonons that intersect each other towards the zone boundary [12] . In order to clarify some of these controversial issues, we performed neutron scattering experiments on a Sr doped manganite compound with tailor-made composition La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 . The chemical engineering of the present compound can be understood as follows. (i) In order to study Mn dimer excitations by neutron spectroscopy, the Mn content has to be reduced in the parent compound LaMnO 3 . As already shown for LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 [13] , the large substitution of Mn 3+ ions by Ga 3+ ions changes neither the insulating character of the compound nor the essential physics concerning the (ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic) exchange parameters. (ii) The 30% substitution of La 3+ ions by Sr 2+ ions introduces charge carriers, thereby making the compound metallic with ferromagnetic exchange parameters. (iii) In order to turn the compound back into the insulating state, 30% of the Ga 3+ ions are substituted by Ti 4+ ions in order to avoid the creation of charge carriers by the dopant Sr 2+ ions. By this procedure, the total charge of the cations is kept unchanged at +6 per formula unit, i.e., all Mn ions remain in the trivalent state as confirmed by the magnetic susceptibility data (see Sec. II A) so that the exchange interactions can be studied in the absence of charge carriers (holes).
As already demonstrated by inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments performed for LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 [13] , very precise exchange parameters can be obtained from the magnetic dimer splittings present in a magnetically diluted compound. We applied this method to the compound exhibit two different dimer splittings, which we associate with ferromagnetically coupled nearest-neighbor Mn 3+ ions and exchange parameters J 1,1 and J 1,2 mediated by the O 1 and O 2 ions, respectively. Since charge carriers are absent in our sample, the ferromagnetic nature of J 1,1 results from superexchange, which can be qualitatively explained by the Mn-Mn bonding characteristics determined by neutron diffraction experiments. No evidence was found for the presence of Mn 3+ dimer splittings associated with the fourth-nearestneighbor coupling J 4 . The existence of J 4 in doped metallic manganites is obviously due to the charge carriers and most likely originates from the Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction, which also contributes to the substantial enhancement of the parameters J 1,1 and J 1,2 .
The present paper is organized as follows. The sample synthesis and characterization as well as the experimental procedures by neutron scattering are described in Sec. II. Section III presents the crystal structures derived from neutron diffraction. Section IV summarizes some basics for magnetic dimer excitations, followed in Sec. V by the data and analysis of the neutron spectroscopic measurements. The results are discussed in the final Sec. VI.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample synthesis
The sample of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0..6 O 3 was synthesised by a solid state reaction using La 2 O 3 , SrCO 3 , Ga 2 O 3 , TiO 2 , and MnO 2 of a minimum purity of 99.99%. The respective amounts of starting reagents were mixed, milled, and calcinated at temperatures between 1250 and 1500°C over a period of 100 h in air with intermediate grinding. The phase purity of the resulting black powder was confirmed by x-ray diffraction using a D8 Advance Bruker AXS diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The results of magnetic susceptibility measurements performed with use of a Quantum Design Magnetic Properties Measurement System are shown in Fig. 2 , together with data obtained for LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 . Similar data for the latter compound were published by Blasco et al. [14] . The Curie-Weiss constant C determined for T > 200 K results in a spin quantum number s = 1.96 for the Sr-doped compound, which is very close to s = 2 expected for Mn 3+ ions, i.e., the trivalent state of the Mn ions is not affected by the ion substitutions. The slight downward turn of the data below T = 200 K is due to the structural phase transition at T C = 215 K discussed in Sec. III. In addition, the deviations from the Curie-Weiss law below 
B. Neutron diffraction
The neutron powder diffraction experiments were carried out at the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) at Villigen PSI using the High-Resolution Powder Diffractometer for Thermal Neutrons (HRPT) [15] (λ = 1.155Å, high resolution mode with δd/d = 10 −3 ) at temperatures between 2 and 300 K. The refinements of the crystal structures were performed with the program FullProf [16] , with use of its internal tables for scattering lengths.
C. Neutron spectroscopy
The INS experiments were performed with use of the highresolution time-of-flight Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer (CNCS) [17] at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The sample was enclosed in an aluminum cylinder (12 mm diameter, 45 mm height) and placed into a He cryostat to achieve temperatures T 1.7 K. Additional experiments were performed for the empty container as well as for vanadium to allow the correction of the raw data with respect to background, detector efficiency, absorption, and detailed balance according to standard procedures.
III. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES FROM NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
At room temperature, the compound La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0..6 O 3 has the rhombohedral space group R-3c with the structure parameters shown in Table II . On cooling below T C = 215 K, there is a first-order phase transition to the orthorhombic TABLE II. Structure parameters (lattice parameters a, b, c; fractional atomic coordinates x, y, z; isotropic displacement factor B; reliability factors R n and χ 2 defined in Ref. [16] ) of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 at T = 2 K and T = 300 K with Pnma and R-3c (hexagonal settings) space groups, respectively. Atom positions for Pnma: La, Sr at (4c); Mn, Ti, Ga at (4a); O 1 at (4a); and O 2 at (8d). Atom positions for R-3c: La, Sr at (6a); Mn, Ti, Ga at (6b); and O 1 at (18e). point of BZ, with basis transformation (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0). The use of this subgroup P 2 1 /c allows the refinement of all data points above and below T C with the same type of crystal metric.
The results of such a fit are shown in Fig. 3 . There is an abrupt change of all lattice constants as well as a jump of the unit cell volume around T C . The phase transition is of first-order type, as manifested by the presence of a temperature hysteresis and the coexistence of high-and low-temperature structures in the interval 200-220 K upon warming. Figure 4 shows the bond lengths B-O within a BO 6 octahedron and at T C is the B-O-B angle between neighboring octahedra-the angle is split into two values that are different by 4°.
The structures presented in Table II have been refined from diffraction data taken with significantly higher statistics than the data for the temperature scans presented in Fig. 4 . The error bars listed in Table II are smaller than those shown in Fig. 4 , but the values are consistent with each other. From the high-statistics data, we have also refined the atomic occupancies p i . To have nondivergent fits, some occupancies must be fixed. The coherent scattering lengths for the nuclei in The symmetry of the compounds ABO 3 depends on the tolerance factor
and the JT effect. The r X denotes the ionic radius. In the present case, 90% of the ions at the B site are JT inactive, favoring high symmetry. For the calculation of the tolerance factor, we used standard radii tabulated by Shannon [20] with coordination numbers 12, 6, and 2 for A, B, and O sites, respectively. We would like to note that sometimes nonstandard coordinations are used in the literature, such as six for oxygen and nine for the A cation, resulting in different values of t. In ABO 3 perovskites even without JT-active ions, the crystal structure becomes less symmetric as the tolerance factor decreases. For example, in Sr 1−x Ca x MnO 3 with non-JT ions Mn 4+ , the crystal structure progressively changes from cubic to tetragonal and finally to orthorhombic with decreasing values of t [21] . In the presently studied compound La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0..6 O 3 , the tolerance factor is t = 0.9856 for the rhombohedral R-3c structure at room temperature, whereas LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 has an orthorhombic Pnma structure at all temperatures T < 300 K with t = 0.9747 [13] . Apparently the above values of t are close to the border between R-3c and Pnma symmetries for this type of systems.
IV. BASICS FOR MAGNETIC MULTIMER EXCITATIONS
A. Multimer formation
Multimers of Mn 3+ ions in the compound La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 occur simply because of the random distribution of Mn 3+ ions over the sites of the pseudocubic perovskite lattice. In the present paper, we are primarily interested in the formation of Mn 3+ dimers, which occur with a statistical maximum relative to other multimers for the chosen 10% Mn content. Assuming a statistical distribution of the Mn 3+ ions, the multimer probabilities can easily be calculated by elementary probability theory: We find probabilities of 53.1%, 20.9%, and 8.2% for monomers, dimers, and trimers, respectively [22] . 
B. Spin Hamiltonian for a dimer
We base the analysis of the Mn 3+ dimer transitions on the spin Hamiltonian 
For Mn 3+ ions with s i = 2, ferromagnetic (J > 0) and antiferromagnetic (J < 0) exchanges give rise to a nonet (S = 4) and a singlet (S = 0) ground state, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . A nonzero anisotropy term (D = 0) has the effect of splitting the spin states |S into the substates |S,±M . For D < 0, the energetic ordering of the sublevels |S,±M has to be reversed in Fig. 5 .
C. Neutron cross-section for dimer transitions
For spin dimers, the neutron cross-section for a transition from the initial state |S to the final state |S is defined by [23] 
where N is the total number of spin dimers in the sample, Z is the partition function, k and k are the wave numbers of the incoming and scattered neutrons, respectively, Q is the modulus of the scattering vector Q = k − k ,F (Q) is the magnetic form factor, exp{−2W (Q)} is the Debye-Waller factor, R is the distance between the two dimer spins, | S||T (s 1 )||S | is the reduced transition matrix element defined in Ref. [23] , and hω is the energy transfer. The remaining symbols are known by their traditional meaning. The transition matrix element carries essential information to derive the selection rules for spin dimers:
The transitions for ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically coupled Mn 3+ dimers observed in Ref. [13] , as well as in the present paper, are marked in Fig. 5 by the arrows A and B, respectively.
D. Probabilities for dimer formation
The probability w 1 to find a given Mn 3+ ion in a dimer coupled by the nearest-neighbor exchange interaction J 1 is given by
The probabilities w n for the formation of Mn 3+ dimers coupled by the nth nearest-neighbor exchange interactions J n are considerably smaller than w 1 . In the present paper, we are interested in the probability w 4 associated with Mn 3+ dimers coupled by the fourth-nearest-neighbor exchange interaction J 4 . Since spin-wave measurements reported vanishing or extremely small parameters J 2 and J 3 [6] [7] [8] [9] , we do not have to distinguish whether Mn 3+ or Ti 4+ and Ga 3+ ions are present at the second-and third-nearest-neighbor positions, thus the probability w 4 turns out to be
For the manganese concentration x = 0.1, we find w 1 = 0.209 and w 4 = 0.098. These probabilities are sufficiently large to allow the detection of the corresponding Mn 3+ dimer transitions in INS experiments.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC DIMER EXCITATIONS
Energy spectra of neutrons scattered from La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 are shown in Fig. 6 , together with the data obtained for LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 [13] . We did not observe magnetic excitations for energy transfers >2 meV. There are marked differences between the two compounds. For the Sr-doped sample, the lines B i corresponding to the |0 → |1 transition of antiferromagnetically coupled Mn 3+ dimers are absent, and the transition A is split into two lines. According to the energy splitting pattern of Fig. 5 , the transition with largest energy is the |4 → |3 transition associated with ferromagnetically coupled Mn 3+ dimers. We therefore attribute the lines A 1 and A 2 to this transition. Our interpretation is supported by the Q dependence of the peak intensities, as shown in Fig. 7 , which is in agreement with the prediction of the cross-section formula [Eq. (4)] for nearest-neighbor Mn 3+ dimers. The lines A 1 and A 2 refer to out-of-plane and in-plane dimers, respectively, whose bond angles are different by 4°1 (see Fig. 4 ). The observed intensity ratio A 1 /A 2 = 1/2 is in agreement with the structure since there are two and four nearest-neighbor Mn 3+ ions located at out-of-plane and in-plane positions, respectively. In conclusion, the out-of-plane exchange coupling, being antiferromagnetic for the compound LaMn x Ga 1−x O 3 , turns into a ferromagnetic coupling for the Sr-doped compound.
The lines A 1 and A 2 are actually a superposition of 11 individual transitions of type |4,±M → |3,±M due to the single-ion anisotropy parameter D, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , which could not be resolved in the experiments. For the data analysis, we kept the anisotropy parameter fixed at the value D = 0.036 meV determined in Ref. [13] , and we described each line A 1 and A 2 by 11 Gaussian functions with equal full width at half maximum (FWHM) = 30 μeV corresponding to the instrumental energy resolution. The spectral strengths of the 11 Gaussians were fixed at the calculated transition probabilities. The background was approximated by an exponential function. The least-squares fitting procedure converged to the parameters J 1,1 = 0.175(6) meV and J 1,2 = 0.210(7) meV, as listed in Table I . The resulting energy spectra described by lines in Fig. 6 are in good agreement with the experimental data. Upon raising the temperature from 1.7 K to 7.0 K, the lines A i experience a marginal shift to lower energy transfers, as predicted by the model calculations.
If Mn 3+ dimers coupled by the fourth-nearest-neighbor exchange interaction J 4 were present in the Sr-doped compound, a transition would be expected at an energy transfer between 0.4 and 1.0 meV with intensity comparable to the lines A i ; however, the observed energy spectra displayed in Fig. 6 do not give evidence for magnetic lines in that energy range. The existence of a large parameter J 4 obviously cannot be induced by magnetoelastic interactions [12] , but it requires the Sr-doped manganites to be in the metallic state.
In addition to Mn 3+ dimers, other Mn 3+ multimers (mainly monomers and trimers) are present in the investigated compound as outlined in Sec. IV A, thus their effect on the observed energy spectra has to be considered. The spin Hamiltonian of Mn 3+ monomers is governed by the single-ion anisotropy and is obtained by setting J = 0 in Eq. (2) . The corresponding ground state is split into three doublets with energies 0 (for M = 0), D (for M = ±1), and 4D (for M = ±2), thus the allowed transitions have energies 0.1 meV, which could not be resolved from the elastic line. The situation for Mn 3+ trimers is more involved since three different types of trimers have to be considered, where the Mn 3+ ions are coupled by the exchange parameters J 1,1 /J 1,1 , J 1,1 /J 1,2 , and J 1,2 /J 1,2 for both straight and angled trimers. The trimer states can be defined as |S 12 , S , where S 12 = s 1 + s 2 and S = s 1 + s 2 + s 3 . The trimer ground state is |4,6 . Transitions are allowed to the excited states |3,5 (at energies from 0.70 to 0.84 meV) and |4,5 (at energies from 2.1 to 2.5 meV), which produces a considerable line broadening. Then, similar to the case of the dimer transitions outlined above, an additional line broadening of the order of 0.3-0.4 meV results from the splitting of the trimer transitions |S 12 ,S → |S 12 ,S into individual transitions |S 12 ,S,M → |S 12 ,S ,M due to the single-ion anisotropy parameter D. All these line broadening effects smear out each trimer transition over an energy range of many tenths of meV so that the trimer transitions (occurring with a probability about three times smaller than the dimer probability) could not be resolved in the experiments but merely contribute to some unresolved intensity above the background level. Accordingly, the presence of the |4,6 → |4.5 trimer transition manifests itself in Fig. 6 , as some excess intensity (data points above the calculated line) for energy transfers >2 meV.
Finally, a possible interpretation of the lines A 1 and A 2 in terms of Mn 3+ trimer transitions has to be excluded since the corresponding intensities are governed by a Q dependence that is drastically different from Mn 3+ dimer transitions. For instance, for trimer transitions with S 12 = ±1, the Q dependence of the intensities is identical to the dashed line in Fig. 7 [22] .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Based on the results of the present neutron scattering study of a Sr-doped carrier-free manganite compound, we now address some of the open questions raised in Sec. I. The exchange parameter J 1,1 , being antiferromagnetic in the Sr-free compound, becomes ferromagnetic upon doping with Sr 2+ ions. Since charge carriers are absent in our sample, the origin of the ferromagnetic coupling has to be related to the Mn-Mn bonding characteristics shown in Fig. 4 and discussed in Sec. III. In order to get both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings in ABO 3 , like in the A-type structure of LaMnO 3 with pure Mn 3+ ions, one needs to have cooperative JT ordering. The antiferrodistortive ordering of z 2 orbitals of Mn 3+ ions in the basal plane is responsible for the ferromagnetic coupling because the superexchange interaction between empty and filled e g orbitals of neighboring Mn 3+ ions is ferromagnetic. The interplane superexchange between the half-filled t 2g orbitals is antiferromagnetic. In the present case of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 , we have completely regular average octahedra without any degree ordering of B-O bonds. Apparently it is more favorable for a pair of Mn 3+ ions to have locally always a perpendicular orientation of z 2 orbitals resulting in a ferromagnetic exchange independently of the Mn 3+ pair orientation-along or perpendicular to the basal plane. For LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 , the distortion of the BO 6 octahedra is substantial [13] , and the formal calculation of the filling of the z 2 orbital is 45%. The calculation was done from the B-O bond lengths following Ref. [24] , similar to the calculations performed in Ref. [25] , where the filling of the z 2 orbitals was 100% in the orbitally ordered phase of (La 1−y Pr y ) 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 for y = 0.7. This partial bond order seems to be responsible for the presence of both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings in LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 .
It is interesting to compare the phase transition observed for La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 at T C = 215 K with the JTactive case of (La 1−y Pr y ) 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 (y = 0.7) [25] and pure LaMnO 3 [26] . In the above compounds, there is a transition as a function of temperature from the orbitally ordered phase to an orbitally disordered phase, which is metrically cubic in both cases, but there is no cubic group that would fit the peak intensities, so the structure remains orthorhombic. Oppositely, in the present case the structures are drastically different by symmetry. The high temperature phase is protected by the R-3c symmetry against the JT effect for the e g orbital. The low temperature Pnma phase could be JT distorted by its symmetry, but it remains orbitally disordered, suggesting that the JT effect is not the main reason for the structure transformation.
Our experiments give evidence for the existence of two nearest-neighbor exchange parameters J 1,1 and J 1,2 , which are different from each other by 17%. The superexchange interaction can be phenomenologically described by [27] J (r, ) = J [1 + a 1 cos( ) + a 2 cos 2 ( )]exp(−br), (8) where J is an energy prefactor, is the B-O-B angle, and r is the B-O distance shown in Fig. 4 . Both J 1,1 and J 1,2 have equal bond distances r, but the bond angles differ by 4.6°, resulting in 2.5% and 5.0% changes of cos( ) and cos 2 ( ), respectively. Depending on the prefactors a i (which can take values up to five), the observed difference of J 1,1 and J 1,2 does not appear to be unrealistic. So far the distinction between J 1,1 and J 1,2 was not observed in spin-wave experiments on related manganites [6] [7] [8] [9] , possibly due to limited energy resolution. It is likely that the observed broadening of the spin waves near the boundaries of the BZ results from the presence of two different nearest-neighbor exchange interactions, which have the largest broadening effect near the zone boundary. Similar thoughts were expressed in Ref. [9] .
As concluded in Sec. V, the rather large fourth-nearestneighbor interaction J 4 resulting from spin-wave experiments in the metallic state [6] [7] [8] [9] is induced by the charge carriers. Whereas in the insulating state the magnetic coupling is predominantly due to superexchange, an additional carriermediated interaction is present in the metallic state. This is usually the Zener double-exchange mechanism, but the RKKY model is particularly useful to describe the long-range interaction between localized spins and free charge carriers. The carrier concentration in La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 was reported to be 1.8 · 10 22 cm −3 [28] . Actually, within the molecularfield approximation, the double-exchange and the RKKY models are equivalent [29] . The RKKY interaction predicts an oscillating exchange parameter J (R) with distance R from the localized spin:
where α is an energy prefactor and k F is the Fermi wavenumber. Figure 8 shows the oscillatory behavior of F (2k F R) for k F = (1.02−1.06)Å −1 , which roughly matches the size of the cuboidlike Fermi surface determined for La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 by electron-positron annihilation [30] . The overall features of F (2k F R) confirm the results of the spin-wave experiments performed for doped manganites [6] [7] [8] [9] . J (R 1 ) clearly produces an enhancement of the ferromagnetic exchange couplings J and J 1,2 compared to the parent compound. J (R 4 ) is also ferromagnetic and confirms the large value of J 4 . J (R 3 ) ≈ 0 is consistent with the vanishing parameter J 3 . J (R 2 ) turns out to be antiferromagnetic, but most likely the competition with the ferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor superexchange interaction results in a vanishing parameter J 2 .
In conclusion, the present neutron scattering experiments of the compound La 0.7 Sr 0.3 Mn 0.1 Ti 0.3 Ga 0.6 O 3 allowed us to study the exchange interaction in manganites for large Sr doping in the insulating state. By this procedure, the effect of Sr doping due to the structural changes could be separated from the doping effect due the introduction of charge carriers. The detailed structural information obtained by neutron diffraction turned out to be essential to understand the absence of an antiferromagnetic exchange coupling in Sr-and Ti-doped LaMn 0.1 Ga 0.9 O 3 .
